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1.

Introduction

In Europe, Light Rail, Metros, Trams are still characterized by a diversified landscape of
safety requirements, safety models, roles and responsibilities, safety approval, acceptance
and certification schemes; however, there are convergences between some architectures
and systems, [ModUrban D93].
There are currently no standardized procedures at the European level for bringing Urban
Guided Transport into service. There are no common standard procedures in Europe for
safety evaluation (each country applies their own safety conformity assessment). Recent
applications have been increasingly assessed by taking into account the European standards
EN 50126/50128/50129, [CENELEC].
Most Urban Guided Transport stakeholders believe that the development of European (and
even worldwide) standards should be encouraged, in order to facilitate the voluntary reference to such standards by relevant national authorities and the various stakeholders,
[ModUrban D93].
The European Commission is favouring this approach, notably through its support of major
European research projects such as this MODSAFE project.
This deliverable looks at the state of the art for the safety lifecycle approaches in the EU and
then specifically seeks to assess the involvement of member states in the safety lifecycle.
The output of this phase will enable the next deliverable to be achieved which will be the
analysis of the different lifecycle.
This deliverable focuses on Metros, Light Rail Systems, and Trams. It covers the whole
transportation system including all sub-systems, e.g. signalling system, rolling stock. Commuter trains like “S-Bahn” in Germany or SNCF “RER” in France are not within the focus.
However for some countries this deliverable may provide as well some information about the
existing differences between the safety processes required for UGT and for suburban and
regional rail systems.
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1.1

References

Reference-ID

Document title, identifier and version

ModUrban D93

ModUrban Deliverable Report – WP23 – D93
Conformity Assessment, Guidelines for Functional and Technical Specifications

CENELEC

EN 50126 "Railway applications – The specification and
demonstration of Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and
Safety (RAMS)"
EN 50128 “Railway applications - Communications, signalling
and processing systems - Software for railway control and
protection systems"
EN 50129 “Railway applications - Communication, signalling
and processing systems - Safety related electronic systems
for signalling”

Case Study LU

ModSafe WP6/7:
Case Study UK (London Underground)
Document ID: LU Case Study_WP67_V0_070709

Case Study RATP

ModSafe WP6/7:
Case Study RATP French case
Document ID: REP_FR_RATP_WP6/7_V2_100210

Case Study BME

ModSafe WP6/7:
Case Study Hungary
Document ID: REP_CS_H_BME_WP6/7_V0_150609

Case Study GER

ModSafe WP1:
Del. 1.2 - State of the art on Safety Responsibilities and Certification

Case Study DK

ModSafe WP1:
Del. 1.2 - State of the art on Safety Responsibilities and Certification

GLOSSARY.en

MODSAFE Glossary - Deliverable No. D10.5
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1.2

Terms and Abbreviations

Abbreviation

Explanation

ALARP

As Low As Reasonably Practicable (UK safety principle)

AOT

Autorité Organisatrice de Transports

BIRMTG

Bureau Interdépartemental des Remontées Mécaniques et des
Transports Guidés

BME

Budapest University of Technology and Economics

BOStrab

Verordnung über den Bau und Betrieb der Straßenbahnen (BOStrab), “German Federal Regulations on the construction and operation of light rail transit systems“

BSPP

Brigade des Sapeurs Pompiers de Paris

CBTC

Communication based train control

CCDSA

Commission Consultative Départementale de Sécurité et d'Accessibilité

CENELEC

Comité Européen de Normalisation Electrotechnique (European
Committee for Electrotechnical Standardisation)

CNESTG

Commission Nationale d'Évaluation de la Sécurité des Transports
Guidés

DART

Directors’ Assurance Review Team

DDS

Dossier de Définition de Sécurité (Safety Definition Case)

DK

Denmark

DPS

Dossier Préliminaire de Sécurité (Preliminary Safety Case)

DREIF

Direction Régionale de l'Equipement d'Ile-de-France

DS

Dossier de Sécurité (Safety Case)

DVIS

Dienst Veiligheid en Interoperabiliteit der Spoorwegen
Note: DVIS/ SSICF are the acronyms of the same department in Flemish/French

EC

European Commission

EN

European Standard

EOQA

Expert ou Organisme Qualifié Agréé

EU

European Union
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Abbreviation

Explanation

FGV

Ferrocarrils de la Generalitat Valenciana

GAME

Globalement Au Moins Equivalent - Globally at least as good as
the one offered by an existing system - French safety principle

GER

Germany

ICP

Independent Competent Person

IMTT

Instituto da Mobilidade e dos Transportes Terrestres

ISA

Independent Safety Assessor

IVW

Inspectie Verkeer en Waterstaat

JvSFS

Järnvägsstyrelsens författningssamling

LRT

Light Rail Transit

LU

London Underground

MMA

Metro de Madrid Authority

NKH

National Transport Authority

NL

The Netherlands

NoBo

Notified Body

O&M

Operation & Maintenance

ORR

Office of the Rail Regulator

QRA

Quantitative Risk Assessment

RAMS

Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety

RATP

Régie Autonome des Transports Parisiens

ROGS

Railways and Other Guided Transport Systems (Safety) Regulations 2006

RS

Requirement Specification

RSC

Railway Safety Commission

SIL

Safety Integrity Level

SMS

Safety Management System

SSICF

Service de Sécurité et d’Interopérabilité des Chemins de Fer
Note: DVIS/ SSICF are the acronyms of the same department in Flemish/French
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Abbreviation

Explanation

STIF

Syndicat des Transports d'Ile de France

STRMTG

Service technique des Remontées Mécaniques et des Transports
Guidés

TBTC

Transmission Based Train Control

TMB

Transports Metropolitans de Barcelona

UGT

Urban Guided Transport

UITP

Union Internationale des Transports Publics

UK

United Kingdom

UTK

Urząd Transportu Kolejowego

V&V

Verification and Validation (according to [CENELEC])

VDV

Verband Deutscher Verkehrsunternehmen, the Association of
German Transport Companies

WP

Work Package

Refer also to [GLOSSARY.en].
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What are metros?
Metropolitan railways are urban, electric transport systems with high capacity and a high
frequency of service.
Metros are totally independent from other traffic, road or pedestrians. They are consequently
designed in tunnel, viaducts or on surface level but with physical separation. Metropolitan
railways are the optimal public transport mode for a high capacity line or network service.
Some systems run on rubber-tyres but are based on the same control-command principles
as steel-wheel systems.
In different parts of the world metro systems are also known as the underground, subway or
tube.
Source: http://www.uitp.org/Public-Transport/metro/index.cfm

What is light rail?
Light Rail Transit (LRT) is an electric rail-borne form of transport which can be developed in
stages from a tram to a metro-like system operated partially on its own right-of-way.
The general term ‘light transit’ covers those systems whose role and performance lie between a conventional bus service running on the highway at one extreme and an urban
heavy rail or underground metropolitan railway at the other. Light rail systems are thus flexible and expandable.
Source: http://www.uitp.org/public-transport/light-rail/index.cfm

What is a tram?
A tram is an urban electric rail-borne system sharing the track right-of-way with the general
road traffic. It is a special kind of “Light Rail”.
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2.

Current European Practices

This chapter is based around a questionnaire table for each country in the EU. The questions
are high level in nature and their aim is to give a snapshot of the approaches to the safety
lifecycle in each country as a first step. The data in the latter stages of Work Package 6 will
evolve as more information becomes available. The table shows all the EU members. Only
countries that actually have metro, light rail or tram system(s) have had forms filled in.

Country
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Rep.
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxemburg
Malta
Netherlands
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
UK

Flag

Metro, light rail or
tram system
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
no
no
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
no
yes
yes
yes

Table 1: The EC Countries with metro, light rail or tram system(s)
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2.1

The Questionnaires

The questions in the tables are answered from the perspective of the Safety Regulatory Authority.
If a particular country is without a national or provincial Safety Regulatory Authority whose
responsibility includes metro, light rail or tram system, and a risk based approach is not used,
most of the questions cannot be answered too meaningfully as they are not entirely applicable
For a couple of tables the information in the columns “Answer” and “Explanation” were provided directly from partners or third parties. Where suitable, this information has been taken
over unchanged.
Despite intensive research some information is not yet available due to insufficient responses
from contact persons / institutions. Where this applies in the following tables, it is noted down
as “This information could not yet be achieved to the necessary extent”. It has to be noted
that for some other countries the provided information may still become subject to changes
on details.
It has to be noted that the metro, light rail or tram systems listed in every header of the tables
serve as examples. The lists are not necessarily exhaustive but indicative.
In cases in the tables where a definite yes or no is not achievable, the field has been left
blank and supporting text has been added in the adjacent field.
If in the table below there is a ”no” answered for the question whether a country has a metro,
light rail or tram system then no detailed table has been added to this document as it would
not be applicable.
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Austria
Metros
Vienna
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Vienna, Linz, Graz, Innsbruck and
Gmunden

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

One Safety Regulatory Authority for every
Bundesland

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

“Strassenbahnverordnung, (Strab VO)” [Regulation on Building and Operating Tramways
(including light rail and metro)], 1999. A Regulation which is very similar to German BOStrab

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

Regulated by Strab VO

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

Regulated in Strab VO, supported by subordinated rules and regulations.

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

yes

Individual persons recognised.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

A responsible person has to be identified according to the Strab VO

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

no

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

no

Could be equated to GAME though.

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

For the responsible person.

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

High level

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

yes

Depends on Safety Regulatory Authority how
much depth is gone into.

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

yes

The responsible person must take control.

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

No information currently.
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Austria
Metros
Vienna
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Vienna, Linz, Graz, Innsbruck and
Gmunden

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

No information currently.

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

Could be initiated by various parties

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

Cannot say that CENELEC has never been
used.

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

Strab VO,requires approval. The respective
company is in charge for application. Supervision depends from the Safety Regulatory Authority.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes

Strab VO, Responsible person is in control.
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Belgium
Metros
Brussels
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Antwerp*, Ghent and Brussels, the
Kusttram, and the Charleroi Pre-metro*.

Flag and Map

* Metro metro-style underground sections

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

no

For tramways / trams / (pre-) metros and Light
Rail the Region (e.g. for Flanders the Flemish
government) is sole responsible (this is a regionalized subject with exclusive competences
for the Region) with one exception: the control
of the braking systems is under the competence of DVIS / SSICF. For railways the Federal government is responsible through DVIS /
SSICF.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

Reference legislations are a “Royal Decision”
of 15 September 1976 and the “LoiProgramme”/”Programma-wet” of 19 December 2006 modified by the “LoiProgramme”/”Programma-wet” of 22 December 2008 updated on 30 December 2009.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

Relevant safety documentation has to be provided to DVIS/SSICF: See item 1 and 2.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

Operator / infra provider

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

yes

There is only one real metro: Brussels, which
has a somewhat apart status.

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

Mainly GAME

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes
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Belgium
Metros
Brussels
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Antwerp*, Ghent and Brussels, the
Kusttram, and the Charleroi Pre-metro*.

Flag and Map

* Metro metro-style underground sections

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

yes

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority Monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

See item 1.

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

Not for tramway, Light Rail and metro. The
relevant information is sought in other countries.

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

Not for tramway, Light Rail and metro. The
relevant information is sought in other countries.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

no

For metro, Light Rail or tram systems such a
regulation is planned. Currently these activities
are under the responsibility of the operating
companies. However, they are looking for
solutions from abroad.

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

Via safety targets

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

Not for metro, Light Rail or tram systems.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Bulgaria
Metros
Sofia
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Sofia

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation
Responsibility is with the City of Sofia. Without
a Safety Regulatory Authority and a risk based
approach used, most of the questions cannot
be answered.

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

no

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

no

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

no

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

no

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

no

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

n/a

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.

10. Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

11. If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

n/a
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Bulgaria
Metros
Sofia
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Sofia

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

12. If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

n/a

13. Does the Safety Regulatory Authority Monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

n/a

14. Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

n/a

15. Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

16. Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

17. Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

18. Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

19. Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Czech Republic
Metros
Prague
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Prague, Brno, Ostrava, Plzeň, Olomouc,
Most and Litvínov, Liberec / Jablonec

Flag and Map

…
ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

A "Safety Regulatory Authority" in an approach
defined in this questionnaire doesn’t exist in
the Czech Republic. In of most the cases the
function of a safety regulation is performed by
Drážní úřad (Rail Authority - RA).

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

The legal basis for the activity of RA is the Act
No. 266/1994 Coll. on railways, as amended.
The same Act also establishes the RA.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

As the basis serves the Act No. 266/1994 Coll.
on railways as amended and further more
relevant national (ČSN) and European standards (EN) which step by step are taken over
and gradually introduced to the Czech legislation.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

Selected equipments (known as "specified
technical equipments STE - in Czech "určená
technická zařízení UTZ") are liable to an approval procedure. STE have to comply with
functional and technical requirements and this
pays for the whole lifecycle.

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

yes

Safety cases are checked by an external technical approver.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

It is assumed that liability for safe and orderly
operation is assigned to the operator according to a licence and a decision assigned to by
the competent authorities (Prague Municipality
and ROPID - Regional Organiser of Prague
Integrated Transport).

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

yes

The different character of operation and safety
requirements connected with each system are
taken to consideration in sectoral decrees of
the Transport Ministry.

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

To obtain system approval it is necessary to
fulfil codes of practice in use (system of Czech
standards - ČSN)

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

The basis is the Act No. 266/1994 Coll., standards and codes, technological prescriptions
for the maintenance of equipments and the
like. Entities involved may have their own
implementations.
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Czech Republic
Metros
Prague
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Prague, Brno, Ostrava, Plzeň, Olomouc,
Most and Litvínov, Liberec / Jablonec

Flag and Map

…
ITEM

Answer

10. Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

European standards relative to safety are
gradually transposed into national standards.
The example is EN 50 126. The operator sets
up the safety targets for the putting in service
of a new system.

11. If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

yes

The chosen manufacturer must provide to the
operator a complete safety case that may be
designed or checked by an external technical
approver. The supervision of safety is ensured
by independent inspections (technical, operational and even legislative) of the RA, the Rail
Inspection (Drážní inspekce) and competent
departments of transport.

12. If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

yes

The supervision of safety is ensured by independent inspections (technical, operational
and even legislative) of the RA, the Rail Inspection (Drážní inspekce) and competent
departments of transport. The operator of rail
system is in charge for operation and maintenance.

13. Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes

The development of the safety regulatory
framework is most often motivated by the
results of an inquiry in case of contingency. In
the basic state the supervisory authorities
provide only a monitoring.

14. Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

yes

The supervision of safety is ensured by independent inspections of the RA and the Special
building Department. The results of inspections are reflected in the requirements for
safety management. They are introduced into
the standards of ČSN system.

15. Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

In charge of the project initiation is a rail operator.

16. Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

The manufacturer must provide to the operator
a complete safety case that may be designed
or checked by an external technical approver.
For selected equipments checking report is
demanded as a basis for an award of a certificate of qualification STE. The certificate of
qualification allows asking for equipment use.
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Czech Republic
Metros
Prague
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Prague, Brno, Ostrava, Plzeň, Olomouc,
Most and Litvínov, Liberec / Jablonec

Flag and Map

…
ITEM

Answer

Explanation

17. Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

There is an effort for a use of EN 50126. During the whole lifecycle must be the existing
system fully functional, the requirements to the
safety and performance of the system are
unchangeable.

18. Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

The modification and retrofit activities are
exercised by technical units of an operator in
cooperation with the manufacturer and the RA,
which establishes relevant conditions for innovations /modifications necessary to be fulfilled.
The inspections are exercised by technical
units of the operator, but the supreme supervision is exercised by the RA, which realizes an
inspection of the prescribed conditions fulfilment.

19. Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes

The modification and retrofit activities are
exercised by technical units of an operator in
cooperation with the manufacturer and the RA,
which establishes relevant conditions for innovations /modifications necessary to be fulfilled.
The inspections are exercised by technical
units of the operator. The supervision of safety
is ensured by independent inspections (technical, operational and even legislative) of the
RA, the Rail Inspection (Drážní inspekce) and
competent departments of transport. The operator of rail system is in charge for operation
and maintenance. The specific technical
equipments are liable to regular checking.
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Denmark
Metros
Copenhagen
Trams / Light Rails
No

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

Trafikstyrelsen for Jernbane og Færger (Traffic
Authority for Railway and Ferries)

2.

Is there any legal basis for the activities?

yes

“Bekendtgørelse om opgaver og beføjelser i
Trafikstyrelsen for Jernbane og Færger” (Decree on the tasks and authorities of Safety
Regulatory Authority).

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

“lov om jernbane” (Railway Law)
For the Copenhagen Metro the Danish Safety
Regulatory Authority has adopted the German
BOStrab and keeps to it as far as applicable.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

The German BOStrab is applied for the Copenhagen Metro.

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

For the involvement of Independent Safety
Assessors the CENELEC standards were / are
applied.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

“Betriebsleiter” according BOStrab is liable,
adopted from Germany.

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

n/a

There are no trams or light rail systems in
Denmark.

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

Risk assessment took place according to the
CENELEC standards.

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

For the Betriebsleiter according to BOStrab.

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no
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Denmark
Metros
Copenhagen
Trams / Light Rails
No

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

For the planned new Metro system (“Cityringen”), which will be independent from the
existing one, there is the “Lov om Cityringen”
(Law on the City Ring). Metroselskabet, the
owner of the existing system, is in charge for
initiation of the project.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

no

The Safety Regulatory Authority relies on
recommendations of the Independent Safety
Assessors.

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

The Copenhagen Metro was erected on the
base of the CENELEC standards. The Safety
Regulatory Authority relies on recommendations of the Independent Safety Assessors.

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

For safety related modifications the Safety
Regulatory Authority relies on recommendations of the Independent Safety Assessors.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Estonia
Metros
No
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Tallinn.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

no

The city of Tallinn is responsible and the operator is the Tallinna Trammi – ja Trollibussikoondise.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

no

This country is without a national or provincial
Safety Regulatory Authority whose responsibility includes metros Safety Regulatory Authority, and a risk based approach is not used,
therefore most of the questions cannot be
answered too meaningfully as they are not
entirely applicable.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

no

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

n/a

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

no

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

no

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no
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Estonia
Metros
No
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Tallinn.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

no

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Finland
Metros
Helsinki
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Helsinki

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

no

No authorities appointed yet.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

no

Without a Safety Regulatory Authority and a
risk based approach used, most of the questions cannot be answered however some
information may be useful.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

no

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.
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Finland
Metros
Helsinki
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Helsinki

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

This information could not yet be achieved to
the necessary extent.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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France
Metros
Paris, Rennes, Toulouse, Lyon, Lille, Marseille
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Nantes, Grenoble,
Montpellier, St Etienne , Strasbourg, Bordeaux, Nice, Valenciennes, Clermont Ferrand,
Le Mans, Mulhouse, Orléans, Rouen

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

For BIRMTG (cf. sub-clause 8.1.3 of D1.1)

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

By Prefect (specific decree for each authorizations)

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

3 files : DDS, DPS, DS (cf. sub-clause 8.1.3 of
D1.1)

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

yes

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

no

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

GAME and gravity/likelihood defined by AOT
and assessed by EOQA / BIRMTG

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no

System point of view
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France
Metros
Paris, Rennes, Toulouse, Lyon, Lille, Marseille
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Paris, Lyon, Marseille, Nantes, Grenoble,
Montpellier, St Etienne , Strasbourg, Bordeaux, Nice, Valenciennes, Clermont Ferrand,
Le Mans, Mulhouse, Orléans, Rouen

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

yes

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

yes

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

Every significant modification has to submit to
safety authorities

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes

Every 10 years
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Germany
Metros
Berlin, Hamburg, München, Nürnberg:
rd
3 rail systems
Light Rail
e.g. Hannover, Bielefeld, Dortmund, Essen,
Oberhausen, Bochum, Duisburg, Düsseldorf,
Köln, Hannover, Kassel, Frankfurt/M, Rostock,
Stuttgart, Bonn, Karlsruhe.
Tram
e.g. Berlin, Brandenburg, Frankfurt/O., Cottbus, Potsdam, Görlitz, Zwickau, Plauen, Dresden, Leipzig, Schöneiche, Straußberg, Gera,
Erfurt, Magdeburg, Schwerin, Bremen, Braunschweig, Nordhausen, Halle, Mainz, Darmstadt, Heidelberg, Mannheim, Ludwigshafen,
Freiburg, Ulm, Nürnberg, München, Augsburg.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

One Safety Regulatory Authority (“Technische
Aufsichtsbehörde” (TAB)) for metros/light
rail/trams in every state (Bundesland). For non
Federal railways the “Landesbevollmächtigter
für Bahnaufsicht “ (LfB) is the responsible
authority. These authorities are different from
those for railways.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

Personenbeförderungsgesetz (Passenger
transport act) with BOStrab (Verordnung über
den Bau und Betrieb der Straßenbahnen /
Regulations on the construction and operation
of light rail transit systems) is the federal legal
base.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

Regulated in BOStrab, supported by other
regulations and subordinated guidelines and
technical rules.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

Regulated in BOStrab, supported by other
regulations and subordinated guidelines and
technical rules.

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

Dependent from the Bundesland / Authority.
Independent Safety Assessors (persons bearing full responsibility as “officially recognised
experts”) can be involved on individual request
by a Safety Regulatory Authority or by an
operator (decision of the “Betriebsleiter”) or by
a supplier.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

“Betriebsleiter” according to BOStrab is liable.

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

no

Concerning methods: no,
Concerning requirements there are some
differences.
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Germany
Metros
Berlin, Hamburg, München, Nürnberg:
rd
3 rail systems
Light Rail
e.g. Hannover, Bielefeld, Dortmund, Essen,
Oberhausen, Bochum, Duisburg, Düsseldorf,
Köln, Hannover, Kassel, Frankfurt/M, Rostock,
Stuttgart, Bonn, Karlsruhe.
Tram
e.g. Berlin, Brandenburg, Frankfurt/O., Cottbus, Potsdam, Görlitz, Zwickau, Plauen, Dresden, Leipzig, Schöneiche, Straußberg, Gera,
Erfurt, Magdeburg, Schwerin, Bremen, Braunschweig, Nordhausen, Halle, Mainz, Darmstadt, Heidelberg, Mannheim, Ludwigshafen,
Freiburg, Ulm, Nürnberg, München, Augsburg.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

Based on Requirements of BOStrab and recognised Codes of practice (alternatively the
proof of same safety) and orders of Safety
Regulatory Authority.

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

BOStrab defines detailed responsibilities for
“Betriebsleiter”. This includes safety management for other involved entities.

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

A general requirement in BOStrab §2, VDV
331 for signalling, train control and protection
systems for Urban Rail, VDV 161 for electrical
equipment of Rolling stock.

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

yes

Safety Regulatory Authority is active for any
kind of system / sub-system and even for any
modification of an installed system.

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

yes

The Betriebsleiter is responsible. He has to
establish respective procedures and instructions and to present them to the Safety Regulatory Authority. He has to report any deviation
from safe and orderly operation to the Safety
Regulatory Authority as well as activities for
proper maintenance. The Safety Regulatory
Authority supervises these activities.

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes

The Safety Regulatory Authority approves
Technical Rules.

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

yes

According to EN 50126 The transport company (“railway authority”) is in charge for setting safety requirements, to be approved by
the Safety Regulatory Authority. E.g. for the
field of signalling, train control and protection
systems this is regulated by the TR SIG ZA.
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Germany
Metros
Berlin, Hamburg, München, Nürnberg:
rd
3 rail systems
Light Rail
e.g. Hannover, Bielefeld, Dortmund, Essen,
Oberhausen, Bochum, Duisburg, Düsseldorf,
Köln, Hannover, Kassel, Frankfurt/M, Rostock,
Stuttgart, Bonn, Karlsruhe.
Tram
e.g. Berlin, Brandenburg, Frankfurt/O., Cottbus, Potsdam, Görlitz, Zwickau, Plauen, Dresden, Leipzig, Schöneiche, Straußberg, Gera,
Erfurt, Magdeburg, Schwerin, Bremen, Braunschweig, Nordhausen, Halle, Mainz, Darmstadt, Heidelberg, Mannheim, Ludwigshafen,
Freiburg, Ulm, Nürnberg, München, Augsburg.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

It is regulated by BOStrab. For starting the
project and setting requirements the transport
company (“railway authority”) or an appointed
authority is usually in charge. Start of works
needs to be in accordance to BOStrab and
subject to approval by the Safety Regulatory
Authority.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

Regulated in §§60, 61, 62 of BOStrab. Can be
done by the transport company (“railway authority”) under the responsibility of the “Betriebsleiter”. The supplier is supervised by the
“Betriebsleiter” or the Independent Safety
Assessor, and the result has to be provided in
an “examination report”.
For signalling, train control and protection
systems the process is regulated by TR SIG
ZA.

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

BOStrab itself and its requirements ensure
system safety performance during the whole
safety lifecycle. EN 50126 supports these
activities. E.g. for signalling, train control and
protection systems it is regulated in detail by
TR SIG ZA.

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

Same responsibilities and procedures as for
new installations or new rolling stock.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes

BOStrab §57 requires schedules and defines
maximum inspection intervals. The respective
Betriebsleiter is in charge.
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Greece
Metros
Athens (2 different metro operators)
Thessaloniki (under construction)
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Athens

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

no

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

no

For the Thessaloniki Metro the CENELEC
approach is applied.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

Attiko Metro has defined the requirements for
the Thessaloniki Metro.

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

It is assumed that liability for safe and orderly
operation is assigned to the operator.

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

yes

Different Operators, even for Athens Metro

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

For the new Thessaloniki Metro

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

no

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

yes
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Ministry of Transport / Attiko Metro & expert
opinion from accredited Inspection Body

For the Thessaloniki Metro Attiko Metro acts
as a / for the Safety Regulatory Authority, but
also as the operator. In so far they partly delve
down into details in order to check the fulfilment of contractual and so for the safety requirements. On the other hand they rely on
Independent Safety Assessors for some aspects.
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Greece
Metros
Athens (2 different metro operators)
Thessaloniki (under construction)
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Athens

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

For the new Thessaloniki Metro

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

For the new Thessaloniki Metro

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

It is assumed that the responsibility is assigned to the operator.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Hungary
Metros
Budapest
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Budapest, Szeged, Debrecen and Miskolc

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

NKH, National Transport Authority.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

15/1987. (XII. 27.) (Ministry regulation).

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

yes

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

no

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

Safety targets are specified for specific applications, but there aren’t general regulations
and guidelines for this.

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

yes

The National Transport Authority requires for
systems and sub-systems an “Applicability
Certification”. This must be obtained from an
independent expert (currently two universities
are notified as such experts) by the producer
of the system or sub-system.

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

yes

Maintenance and operation supervision by the
Safety Regulatory Authority regards mainly to
vehicles.

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no
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metros are railway systems.
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Hungary
Metros
Budapest
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Budapest, Szeged, Debrecen and Miskolc

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

Generally the operator initiates the acquisition.
The building license / operating license is
issued by the National Transport Authority.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

The Authority requires this documentation.

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Ireland
Metros
No Metro
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Dublin

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

no

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

n/a

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

yes
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ALARP and GAME

For individual projects but not the whole railway.
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Ireland
Metros
No Metro
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Dublin

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

yes

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

yes

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes
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Italy
Metros
Rome, Milan, Brescia etc.
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Milan, Rome, Naples, Bergamo, Sassari,
Trieste, Cagliari, Genoa, Padova, Perugia
("MiniMetrò),

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

no

Ad hoc "commissione di sicurezza" and expert
opinion from accredited Inspection Body. Relations between safety entities and applicant
(manufacturers or operators) are not well
known, the legislation about safety of transportation systems being in Italy a priori in process
of development.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

When a manufacturer needs to define a new
guided transport system, it must provide a
document called “Customer Technical Spcs.
International standards”. It can either carry out
the safety study by itself or delegate to an
external consultant chosen by their RAMS
department. This safety study must include
both qualitative and quantitative evaluations by
preliminary hazard identification list, subsystem and system hazard analysis, interface
hazard analysis, operating and support hazard
analysis, Failures Modes Effects and Criticality
Analysis, fault tree analysis. The responsibility
of this study is incumbent on the manufacturer
itself, the consultant activity being constantly
monitored by the manufacturer’s RAMS department. After having checked the safety
abilities of the system, the manufacturer must
provide the safety study to the operator or to
other entities when requested. To have the
approval for the start-up of the project, the
operator must have the authorisation of the
local safety authorities. Relations between
safety entities and applicant (manufacturers or
operators) are not well known, the legislation
about safety of transportation systems being in
Italy a priori in process of development.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

yes
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It is requested to conform either to European
norms, or to Italian norms where the European
ones are absent, and to comply with the Ministry of Transport procedures.
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Italy
Metros
Rome, Milan, Brescia etc.
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Milan, Rome, Naples, Bergamo, Sassari,
Trieste, Cagliari, Genoa, Padova, Perugia
("MiniMetrò),

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation
Italian rules refer to the international standard
EN50126 without specifying the acceptable
risk level. The operator in charge is required,
from the Ministry of Transport, to minimise the
risk level.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

no

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

The requirements are described in the Ministry
of Transport procedure number 201.

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

Safety study must include both qualitative and
quantitative evaluations.

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

yes

For main components the Ministry of Transport
is in charge for such activities.

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

yes

The Ministry of Transport carries out only
controlling activities.

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes

The framework evolves very slowly.

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

yes

The Regulation refers to European standards.
Vehicle suppliers have the responsibility for
conducting the risk analysis, and the operator
has the responsibility for accepting it.

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

Initiation is not regulated: Different authorities
can promote new projects.
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Italy
Metros
Rome, Milan, Brescia etc.
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Milan, Rome, Naples, Bergamo, Sassari,
Trieste, Cagliari, Genoa, Padova, Perugia
("MiniMetrò),

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation
For safety issues the Ministry of Transport is in
charge for such activities.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

Known, the legislation about safety of transportation systems being in Italy a priori in
process of development.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes

Monitoring is done by the operator, under the
supervision of the Ministry of Transport.
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Latvia
Metros
No
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Riga, Liepāja and Daugavpils.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

no

Riga Municipality and Riga public transportation company “Rigas Satiksme”,

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

no

This country is without a national or provincial
Safety Regulatory Authority whose responsibility includes metros Safety Regulatory Authority, and a risk based approach is not used,
therefore most of the questions cannot be
answered too meaningfully as they are not
entirely applicable.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

no

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

n/a

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

no

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

no

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no
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Latvia
Metros
No
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Riga, Liepāja and Daugavpils.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

no

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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The Netherlands
Metros
Rotterdam, Amsterdam
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Amsterdam and area, Rotterdam and
area, The Hague and area, Utrecht.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

Not formally. In practice, it is mostly required
that the ISA is a NoBo. In several projects,
IVW has the right of rejecting an ISA.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

The operator / infraprovider

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

yes

The same law But there are different underlying rules: tramreglement / metroreglement.

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

There are overall risk budgets for rail and also
for trams in the Netherlands

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

License from IVW needed

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

Kadernota railveiligheid,
Normdocument veiligheid lightrail

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

Yes

Depending on the person they do it with different depth.
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Inspectie Verkeer en Waterstaat (IVW) Inspection Traffic and Water

Trams and metros underlie the old railway law
from 1875. IVW has to make a “survey” which
is not further specified. However, IVW uses the
norm document Veiligheid Lightrail (Normative
document safety Lightrail).
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The Netherlands
Metros
Rotterdam, Amsterdam
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Amsterdam and area, Rotterdam and
area, The Hague and area, Utrecht.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

yes

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

yes

There are the standards EN 50126/8/9. For
ligthrails, in the Netherlands there is an extra
regulation "Normenkader veiligheid Lightrail",
where is the process is further specified. However, the Normenkader is much inline with EN
50126/8/9.

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

The new lines (RijnGouweLijn in the Netherlands, Spartacusplan in Belgium) have all
been initiated by the infrastructure provider /
transport company. They are responsible to
ensure that the lines are state of the art and
need to get safety approval from their authorities.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

In NL a safety case is necessary.

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

Via safety performance

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

Same as for systems

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes

Institutions (operators, infraproviders) having a
safety certificate are re-evaluated.
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Metro, light rail or tram systems are normally
under supervision of the towns or IVW (if they
are outside towns)
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Poland
Metros
Warszawa
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Bydgoszcz, Częstochowa, Elbląg,
Gdańsk, Gorzów Wielkopolski, Śląski region
przemysłowy, Grudziądz, Kraków, Łódź,
Poznań, Szczecin, Toruń, Warszawa and
Wrocław.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

For metros UTK for metro only. Local authorities (Województwa) for trams.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

For metros UTK is the National Safety Regulatory Authority.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

no

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

no

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

yes

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

Individually for every operator

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

For metros only

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no
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Poland
Metros
Warszawa
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Bydgoszcz, Częstochowa, Elbląg,
Gdańsk, Gorzów Wielkopolski, Śląski region
przemysłowy, Grudziądz, Kraków, Łódź,
Poznań, Szczecin, Toruń, Warszawa and
Wrocław.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Explanation

For metros only
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Portugal
Metros
Lisboa,
Trams / Light rail
e.g. Lisboa, Porto*s

Flag and Map

* Metro metro-style underground sections

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

The Safety Regulatory Authority is part of the
central government and is called IMTT (mobility and terrestrial transports authority) and
covers all railroads, including Metro, light rail
or tram systems.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

During the design phase, the operator provides a safety and environmental study concerning specifications and operational documents in order to establish the
safety/environmental case, which is then
transmitted to the Safety Regulatory Authority
within the central government. After this, the
central government can, according with the
documents provided by the operator, allow the
construction of the new or renewed system.
During the commissioning phase, the operator
must validate in collaboration with the manufacturer's factories assessment reports, acceptance tests and functional tests on site. Then,
they deliver the following documents to the
central government to the Safety Regulatory
Authority in order to obtain the license of exploitation: Systems and equipments descriptions, Procedure documents, Test results
documents, Maintenance documents, Safety
cases, assessment reports, Revised operational documents.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

The scope of the Safety Regulatory Authority
is stated by law.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

There is a protocol between the Safety Regulatory Authority and the operator.

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

But if present, they must be approved by the
Safety Regulatory Authority.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

In the signed protocol between the Safety
Regulatory Authority and the operator.

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

yes

This is due to the main activity of the Safety
Regulatory Authority being affected to main
railways.
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Portugal
Metros
Lisboa,
Trams / Light rail
e.g. Lisboa, Porto*s

Flag and Map

* Metro metro-style underground sections

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

GAME and according to the standard
EN 50126.

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

Included in the documentation required for the
protocol between the Safety Regulatory Authority and the operator.

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

According to standard EN 50126.

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

It only monitors the protocol accomplishment
and the applicability of the standards to operators.

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

However the urban rail transport is looked after
by the central administrative body, the IMTT.
Some operators, have a safety and security
department to assess risk analyses.

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

The initiative for a new line comes from the
central government (transportation ministry);
the initiative for renewal comes from the operator.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

Regulated by the protocol between the Safety
Regulatory Authority and the operator: Systems and equipments descriptions, Procedure
documents, Test results documents, Maintenance documents, Safety and security cases,
Assessment reports, Revised operational
documents.
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Portugal
Metros
Lisboa,
Trams / Light rail
e.g. Lisboa, Porto*s

Flag and Map

* Metro metro-style underground sections

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

Regulated by the protocol between the Safety
Regulatory Authority and the operator: Systems and equipments descriptions, Procedure
documents, Test results documents, Maintenance documents, Safety and security cases,
Assessment reports, Revised operational
documents.

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

Regulation is made inside operators. In the
case of Metro Lisboa , the standard EN 50126
is applied by internal departments of the operator. Different departments and directorates
are involved in acceptance.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no

Regulation is made inside operators. In the
case of Metro Lisboa, the standard EN 50126
is applied by internal departments of the operator. Different departments and directorates
are involved in acceptance.
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Romania
Metros
Bucharest
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Bucharest

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation
Responsibility of municipality. Without a Safety
Regulatory Authority and a risk based approach used, most of the questions cannot be
answered.

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

no

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

no

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

no

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

no

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

no

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

no

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

no

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no
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Romania
Metros
Bucharest
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Bucharest

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

no

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

no

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Slovakia
Flag and Map

Metros
No
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Bratislava, Košice

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

The Railway Regulatory Authority Úrad pre
reguláciu železničnej dopravy

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

Act no. 164/1996 Law on railways

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

There is the Slovak National Accreditation
Service (SLOVENSKÁ NÁRODNÁ
AKREDITAČNÁ SLUŽBA). It is a sole accreditation body to execute accreditation in Slovakia.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

yes

Technical conditions (specifications) for road
systems and rolling stock.

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

The transport operator

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

n/a

Slovakia has no Metros; legislation doesn’t
exist for Metros.

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

no

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes
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Slovakia
Flag and Map

Metros
No
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Bratislava, Košice

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

The transport operator in collaboration with
The Railway Regulatory Authority.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

It is contained in Technical conditions for road
systems and rolling stock (TP 09/2008; TP
10/2008, ...)

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

no

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

no

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

no
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Spain
Metros
Barcelona, Madrid, Bilbao, Valencia, Palma.
Seville
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Barcelona, Valencia, Bilbao, Alicante*,
Madrid, Velez Malaga, Parla, Sóller, VitoriaGasteiz

Flag and Map

* Metro metro-style underground sections

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

no

Every autonomous region has its own legislation. In Valencia, e.g., autonomous region
there is no Safety Regulatory Authority appointed for metro, light rail or tram systems.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

no

There are different state rail transport laws but
no Safety Regulatory Authority for Metro, light
rail or tram systems.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

no

The regulation of urban transport is entirely
controlled by the autonomous region.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

no

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

no

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

no

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

no

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

no

The operator sets himself the safety targets.
They provide to the different manufacturers of
the future system the technical and operational
documents.

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no

Not usually.

7.

8.
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Addition by FGV:
The operation responsibility is clearly defined
by the operator.
Addition by FGV:
There is no approval system in the Valencia
autonomous region.
Addition by FGV:
There is no approval system in the Valencia
autonomous region.

Addition by FGV: There is no Safety Regulatory Authority in the Valencia autonomous
region.
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Spain
Metros
Barcelona, Madrid, Bilbao, Valencia, Palma.
Seville
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Barcelona, Valencia, Bilbao, Alicante*,
Madrid, Velez Malaga, Parla, Sóller, VitoriaGasteiz

Flag and Map

* Metro metro-style underground sections

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no

The manufacturer (or safety entity) will be in
charge of the system validation (operator and
Safety Authority could participate in the validation task).

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

no

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

no

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

The new specific applications promoters fix the
safety requirements.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

TMB: The safety case of the manufacturer is
written either by themselves or with a safety
entity. All technical documents and other
documents inherent to the safety like the
safety case are transmitted by the operator to
the Safety Regulatory Authority (“Direccio
General de Transport Terrestre, Generalitat de
Catalunya” in the case of Barcelona Metropolitan and “Consorcio de Transportes de Madrid”
in the case of Madrid Metropolitan).
The operator/Safety Regulatory Authority will
accept the new material taking into account
the safety case, the test acceptance and, if
they require it, an Independent Safety Assessment (ISA).
Addition by FGV: The installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock are verified and validated by the project promoters.
Addition by MMA: In Madrid there is no safety
authority. As in FGV the installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock are verified and validated by MMA. Only in the new CBTC projects
a Safety Case of the installation and the presence of an ISA is required, however the documentation generated is only validated by the
engineering department of Metro de Madrid.
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Spain
Metros
Barcelona, Madrid, Bilbao, Valencia, Palma.
Seville
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Barcelona, Valencia, Bilbao, Alicante*,
Madrid, Velez Malaga, Parla, Sóller, VitoriaGasteiz

Flag and Map

* Metro metro-style underground sections

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

Depending of the operator’s criteria.

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

Depending of the operator’s criteria. In Valencia autonomous region, FGV is the infrastructure controller and train operator.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes

The operator.
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Sweden
Metros
Stockholm
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Gothenburg, Stockholm, and Norrköping.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed for
metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

The Swedish Rail Agency (Järnvägsstyrelsen).
Swedish Transport Agency (Transportstyrelsen) was established in 2009 where the former
“The Swedish Rail Agency (Järnvägsstyrelsen)” is a part together with road, aviation and
shipping.

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

1990:1157 – Law about safety in Metros/Trams
1990:1165 – Constitution about safety in Metros/Trams
JvSFS2007:4 – Safety regulation for Metros/Trams
JvSFS 2007:5 – Internal control for Metros/Trams
JvSFS 2007:6 – Application of approval for
Metros/Trams
JvSFS 2006:1 –Regulations of the Swedish
Transport Agency on the approval of subsystems in railways, etc (incl Metros and
Trams)
TS JV 2009:002 - Guide to the approval procedure

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

According to JvSFS 2006:1 the systems for
Metros and Trams shall follow the ‘national
approval process’.

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system
approval?

yes

According to JvSFS 2006:1.

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

yes

According to JvSFS 2006:1 (5kap. 3§). The
Swedish Transport Agency will require the
applicant to have an Independent Safety Assessor to carry out checks of functions that
affect traffic safety. The Independent Safety
Assessor must be approved by the Swedish
Transport Agency.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

According to JvSFS 2007:5.

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently
in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining
system approval?

no

According to JvSFS 2006:1 Metro and Trams
are handled in the same way as Railway
(1kap, 2§).
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Sweden
Metros
Stockholm
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Gothenburg, Stockholm, and Norrköping.

Flag and Map

ITEM
8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

Answer
yes

Explanation
According to JvSFS 2006:1 (5 kap, 4§) a risk
assessment shall be included. Demands on
how and acceptance criteria are described in
TS JV 2009:002, Attachment 2.
One of the Swedish Transport Agency’s fundamental requirements for safety is: “A new
sub-system must be at least as safe as the
sub-system currently used in the same operation.”
The Swedish Transport Agency refers to the
CENELEC railway application standard series.

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

Described in JvSFS 2007:5.

10. Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

The Swedish Transport Agency refers to the
CENELEC railway application standard series
and described in TS JV 2009:002, Attachment
2.

11. If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain who
is in charge for these activities.

yes

Refer to “The regulations of the Swedish
Transport Agency on the approval of subsystems in railways, etc.“ JvSFS 2006:1. This
also covers sub-systems of metros and trams.

12. If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation and
maintenance and supervision of these various activities.

yes

TS JV 2009:002 states with reference to the
safety requirements derived from the Railway
Act:
“The lifecycle perspective is important, that is
to say, the appraisal covers the chosen technical solution and design, installation, operation,
maintenance and modification.”

13. Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes

The Swedish Transport Agency

14. Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

yes

The Swedish Transport Agency is setting the
national rules and safety requirements for
metros and trams and also the acceptance of
correctly determined safety requirements.
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Sweden
Metros
Stockholm
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Gothenburg, Stockholm, and Norrköping.

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

15. Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this project based on approved requirements.

yes

16. Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

17. Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

The Swedish Transport Agency refers to the
CENELEC railway application standard series

18. Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

Regulated in JvSFS 2006:1.

19. Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to supervise these activities.

yes
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Explanation
Regulated in JvSFS 2006:1.
The Contractor (normally Banverket) initiate
the project and The Swedish Transport
Agency are involved for approval of the procedure to get the project approved.
Regulated in JvSFS 2006:1.
The CENELEC railway application standards
are referenced therein and respective activities
and documentation are required accordingly.

The Contractor (normally Banverket or rolling
stock owners) initiate the project and The
Swedish Transport Agency are involved for
approval of the procedure to get the project
approved.
Regulated in JvSFS 2006:1.
The Contractor (normally Banverket or rolling
stock owners) initiate the project and The
Swedish Transport Agency are involved for
approval of the procedure to get the project
approved.
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United Kingdom
Metros
London Underground, Newcastle, Glasgow
Docklands Light Rail
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Nottingham, Sheffield, Blackpool, Croydon
,West Midlands

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

1.

Are there Safety Regulatory Authorities appointed
for metro, light rail or tram systems?

yes

The Office of Rail Regulation (ORR).

2.

Is there any legal basis for the Safety Regulatory
Authorities’ activities?

yes

Yes ROGS.

3.

Are there any national rules or regulations by the
Safety Regulatory Authorities for obtaining system
approval?

yes

ROGS

4.

Are there any national functional, technical or operational requirements to be fulfilled for obtaining system approval?

no

5.

Is the involvement of Independent Safety Assessors
regulated?

no

ROGS regulations give guidance on competence. NR has a list of ISAs.

6.

Is liability for safe and orderly operation clearly assigned?

yes

Health and Safety at work act is criminal law.

7.

Are metro, light rail or tram systems treated differently in terms of methods or requirements for obtaining system approval?

yes

ROGs only partially applies to tramways (except that there is no requirement for Safety
Certification / Authorisation and Annual Safety
Report)

8.

Are there mandatory risk acceptance criteria (e.g.
ALARP, GAME) or codes of practice in use to obtain
system approval?

yes

ALARP is part of UK Law.

9.

Are there any requirements for safety management
for entities involved (operators, maintainers, infrastructure owners, etc)?

yes

Approved SMS according to ROGS.

10.

Are there any regulations or guidelines describing
generic safety targets for specified applications? If
the answer is yes please explain how they are specified.

yes

LU's safety targets are derived from its QRA this applies to Metro operation only.

11.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
delve down into the sub-systems? If yes, explain
who is in charge for these activities.

no

12.

If the Safety Regulatory Authority is active, do they
get involved in the maintenance and operation? If
yes, explain who is in charge for proper operation
and maintenance and supervision of these various
activities.

no
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United Kingdom
Metros
London Underground, Newcastle, Glasgow
Docklands Light Rail
Trams / Light Rails
e.g. Nottingham, Sheffield, Blackpool, Croydon
,West Midlands

Flag and Map

ITEM

Answer

Explanation

13.

Does the Safety Regulatory Authority monitor, promote and develop the safety regulatory framework?

yes

14.

Is determination of safety requirements and conducting risk analysis regulated? If yes, explain who is in
charge for setting requirements / conducting risk
analysis and who is in charge for acceptance of correctly determined safety requirements.

yes

On a very high level.

15.

Is the initiation of a new specific application (e.g.
building new line, renovation of signalling system,
purchase of rolling stock, setting the requirements)
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for initiation of the project and who allows the start of this
project based on approved requirements.

yes

ROGS states that SMS of RU must have process for changes to technical systems including
assessments.

16.

Are verification and validation of installed equipment
or delivered rolling stock prior to operation regulated;
who is in charge for these activities and which kinds
of documentation is necessary (e.g. safety case)?

yes

On a high level the ORR issues licences.

17.

Are there methods in use (e.g. EN50126) which are
able to ensure system safety performance during the
whole system lifecycle?

yes

Quantified Risk Assessment and use of Hazard Log / monitoring systems etc.

18.

Is modification and retrofit of installed equipment or
delivered rolling stock after start of operation regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge asking for acceptance for modification / retrofit and who is in
charge to supervise these activities.

yes

ROGS safety verification scheme required as
part of SMS.

19.

Is monitoring safety performance of installed equipment or delivered rolling stock after set in operation
regulated? If yes, explain who is in charge for monitoring safety performance and who is in charge to
supervise these activities.

yes

The transport company is responsible for
monitoring safety performance and remaining
compliant with its' SMS.
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3.

Case Studies

The case studies provided by LU, RATP and BME together with the studies carried out by
TRIT along similar lines for Denmark and Germany provide a deeper insight into how the
safety lifecycle and safety acceptance work in some countries that have highly developed
transport infrastructure operate. The idea of this chapter is to briefly describe the case studies then compare and contrast them.
3.1

UK / London Underground Case Study

The LU case study [Case Study LU] describes the current UK law relating to the process to
be followed for the introduction of new or altered vehicles or infrastructure. This law is called
ROGS and it defines the role of the Safety Regulatory Authority (ORR) in assessing the
safety management of the train operators, infrastructure controllers or maintainers. London
Underground is both Infrastructure Controller and Train Operator. The Safety Regulatory
Authority issues an operating certificate that lasts for 5 years but the entity is audited annually. They do not have an involvement in project any longer as this is done by self certification of the project using an independent competent person or body to perform the safety verification of the project. The SMS must provide a safety verification scheme describing how
changes to the operations or infrastructure are handled and this describes the so-called Independent Competent Person (ICP) process. The competence requirements for the Independent Competent Person are defined in the ROGS. The following screenshot illustrates
the ICP process.

Figure 1: Safety verification process in UK
Source: [Case Study LU]
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The Case Study then focuses on the LU standard LU Standard 1-538 Assurance. This standard requires 6 key things. These are:
1. LU and its suppliers have to have a documented and controlled process for receiving
and providing RISK BASED assurance for complete lifecycle.
2. No job can start until there is an appropriate and approved (by LU) Project Assurance
Plan in place and its initial requirements have been complied with.
3. During the project lifecycle, LU have defined 4 assurance “gateways” at which assurance evidence is required to be provided (in formal documents) by the supplier and
assessed by LU. These align with EN50126
4. LU has an accreditation for suppliers, which ensures that they can provide adequate
assurance.
5. LU determines and documents the verification activities to be undertaken by LU to
verify the assurance evidence provided by suppliers. In this regard LU acts as the Independent Competent Person as described in ROGS. The level of verification will be
dependent upon what is stated within the Project Assurance Plan.
6. All projects to which Schedule 4 of ROGS “Written Safety Verification Requirements”
applies shall be reviewed by the LU Directors’ Assurance Review Team (DART). This
will include risky projects as defined in ROGS.
Tubelines Ltd. is one of the infrastructure maintenance companies for London Underground
which also have their own assurance regime that fits in with LU’s. How this arrangement
works in detail is explained using the Jubilee Line re-signalling system as an example. This
project involved the introduction of a Transmission Based Train Control system (TBTC) onto
LU. The TBTC comprises: Trackside equipment; Automatic Train Protection System; Automatic Train Operation System; and Automatic Train Supervision System (with Centralized
Control).
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3.2

The Hungarian Case Study

The BME case study is much more concise than the LU case study. It describes means of
acceptance, approval and certification in Hungary. The text is accompanied by a flow diagram (see [Case Study BME]) illustrating the 10 stage process described in the text. The
CENELEC standards are followed for these stages in terms of safety cases, ISAs, safety
requirements etc. These stages are as follows:
1. The operator of the system formulates its functional and safety requirements in a
document Requirement Specification (RS).
2. This document has to be checked by the National Transportation Authority.
3. The developer designs the product according to the requirements of the RS.
4. An ISA is employed and issues an Assessment Report.
5. On the basis of evidence generated the independent “certifier” certifies the system
and all application conditions listed. The certificate has a preliminary issue for precommissioning and later a consent issue for post commission allowing testing.
6. The Preliminary Suitability Certification enables permission for building license from
the National Transport Authority.
7. The Operator is allowed to install and test.
8. After suitable testing a final certificate is issued.
9. With the final suitability certification the operator may request the operating license
from the Safety Regulatory Authority.
10. Operating license allows the operation of the system to start.
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3.3

The French Case Study

The French Case Study by RATP [Case Study RATP] is similar to the LU Case Study in its
depth coverage although the focus is slightly different.
The case study starts by describing the Laws, decrees and ordinances relating to the French
situation. The general requirements of the laws, decrees and ordinances are explained,
these being safety cases specifically Definition Case, Preliminary Safety Case, Test Authorization File, Final Safety Case, Specific Regularization Safety Case, for all pre regulation systems. The regulations specify a systematic approach, namely GAME approach, qualified ISA,
risk based, monitoring of operation by the Safety Regulatory Authority, re-evaluation every
10 years and evaluations of all retrofitting of systems.
The case study continues to describe Public Guidebooks that are used. Written by STRMTG
including GAME demonstration, generic hazards, typical safety case layouts, ISA remit, identification and description of the railway system’s sub-systems, and systems engineering approaches.
The French approval process is then explained. The application of GAME is described in
detail. The actual approval process is illustrated as shown in the following screen shot. Each
actor in the illustration is described including their roles and responsibilities.
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Figure 2: Approval process in France
Source: [Case Study RATP]

The various parties in the process and their jobs are described in detail in the Case study.
The various safety cases and safety files and their content are then described in detail, the
recipient, and who is the producer. The case study then goes on to detail the process of reinspection that is to be done and documentaries. The text describes what is needed to be
produced and submitted by whom and to whom.
The case study then describes the Juridical Responsibilities in use. This pertains to accidents and what must be done and by whom.
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3.4

Danish Case Study

ModSafe Work Package 1 provided the following case study about Denmark; refer to [Case
Study DK].

Figure 3: Principle Overview of the Approval Process for the Metro Copenhagen
Source: [Case Study DK]

Danish Roles and Responsibilities
Denmark has a rather simple system for the technical supervision of rail-bound transportation
systems. “Trafikstyrelsen” is the only authority for technical supervision, approval, and acceptance of rail-bound transportation systems. The only Metro system in Denmark is the Copenhagen Metro. The undertaker is “Metroselskabet”, the operator is currently “MetroService”.
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Approval Process for the Copenhagen Metro
The Copenhagen Metro is the first and only urban guided system in Denmark. The last
tramway was taken out of service in the early 1970s. In the 1990s a new Metro was planned
for Copenhagen. Since there was no special law or regulation for urban guided until the
1990s, the Railway Authority (according to EN 50126), the owner Ørestadselkabet (now Metroselskabet), decided to follow the German regulations for light rail systems (BOStrab) and
its guidelines as a set of requirements. For the planning, construction, approval, and operation processes of the Copenhagen Metro the Owner / Railway Authority decided, that all
processes should follow the CENELEC standards EN 50126 / 50129 / 50128. This is in accordance with BOStrab §2, since these CENELEC standards have been recognised as
"generally accepted rules of technology". The Danish Safety Regulatory Authority (according
to EN 50126) Jernbanetilsynet (now Trafikstyrelsen) agreed to this decision.
So the complete life-cycle of the Metro was set up according to these standards. This implied
that an Independent Safety Assessor was established. According to the lifecycle a milestone
plan was established, which foresaw a couple of approval milestones. For each milestone, all
relevant documentation was inspected by the Safety Assessor, accompanied by audits and
site inspections. For each milestone the Safety Assessor issued an Assessment Report with
a recommendation to the Safety Regulatory Authority. Based on the recommendation and
own activities, the Safety Regulatory Authority issued the approval for the respective milestone. This was the allowance to continue establishing the Metro. With the last approval the
Copenhagen Metro was allowed to start revenue service.
So the Approval Process for the Copenhagen Metro accompanied step-wise the lifecycle
according to the CENELEC standards EN 50126 / 50129 / 50128.
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3.5

German Case Study

ModSafe Work Package 1 provided a case study about Germany; refer to [Case Study
GER]. Based thereon, the following text has been adopted from contribution provided by
UITP/VDV.
To operate UGT it is necessary to obtain a licence granted by the licensing authority in conclusion with the Safety Regulatory Authority, which is for UGT called Technical Supervisory
Authority (TAB). The transport company (“Railway Authority” according to EN 50126) must
appoint a personally responsible person for “safe and orderly operation” called “Betriebsleiter” (Operations manager). His appointment (e.g. examination, approval by Safety Authority)
is based on a specific legal regulation. His duties to ensure safe and orderly operation and
his obligations in relationship with Safety Regulatory Authority are determined by BOStrab.
The BOStrab is the German regulation on the construction and operation of Light Rail Transit
systems to be regarded. The “Betriebsleiter” can be seen as leader of whole safety management and is therefore also responsible for the lifecycle process. Irrespective of his responsibility he might delegate some tasks to other persons within the Transport Company or
external assessors.
For the lifecycle process to be followed e.g. of signalling system the TR SIG ZA shall serve
as example for the methodology to be followed. Methodology for lifecycle of rolling stock is
not written down but is very similar.
TR SIG ZA stands for Approval and acceptance of Signalling- and Train Control and Protection Systems according to BOStrab. TR SIG ZA is developed in order to implement the use
of the European standards 50126 and 50129, in reference to the German legislation (e.g.
regarding the risk acceptance criteria and responsibilities of involved parties).
The legal status of the TR SIG ZA is that it is state of the art, accepted by Safety Regulatory
Authorities and therefore approved code of practice.
The TR SIG ZA applies to Urban Guided Transport systems like metros, light rails and trams
and shall be used for signalling and train control and protection systems. Therefore, it aims to
be reliable and applicable rules for planning and predictability of legal decisions for transport
companies, supplier and legal authorities.
For the description of how system approval and acceptance procedure shall be conducted
TR SIG ZA follows strictly the system lifecycle concept mentioned in EN 50126. Furthermore,
it uses the idea to differ between specific application, generic application or generic product,
as described in EN 50129.
Therefore, TR SIG ZA is divided into a process to be conducted for specific applications and
a process for type or product approvals which applies to generic applications and generic
products. For a specific application the responsibilities are as follows:
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According to TR SIG ZA (and EN 50126) the responsibility of the first four lifecycle phases
lies with the transport company. This includes the concept, system definition, risk analysis
and system requirements of the planned specific application. This shall be followed by an
approval of plans by the Technical Supervisory Authority (i.e. preliminary design) before construction and installation can be carried out by the transport company and a possibly commissioned supplier.
Of particular interest is the phase for the risk analysis. TR SIG ZA provides guidance on how
allocation of safety integrity requirements may be done.
Phase 3, which is about a risk analysis, requires:
 Identification of hazards
 Determination of requirement specification and safety functions
 Derivation of safety integrity requirements
The allocation of SILs for a specific application shall be done in accordance with VDV 331 –
“Safety Integrity Requirements for Signalling and Train Control and Protection Systems according to BOStrab” and can be understood as a generic base for the conduction of risk
analyses and subsequent generic derivation of safety integrity requirements. VDV 331 is using the SIL concept with four discrete levels for safety integrity in reference to international
standards IEC 61508 and EN 5012X.
It has to be noted that there are additional VDV-Recommendations for other applications
than signalling and train control and protection systems such as:
 VDV 399 “Anforderungen an Einrichtungen zur Gewährleistung der Fahrgastsicherheit
in Haltestellen bei Fahrbetrieb ohne Fahrzeugführer” (Requirements for Facilities Ensuring the Passengers’ Safety at Stations with Driverless Operation)
 VDV 161 Series “Sicherheitstechnische Anforderungen an die elektrische Ausrüstung
von Stadt- und U-Bahn-Fahrzeugen” (Safety requirements for electrical equipment for
metro and light-rail rolling stock)
They all provide safety integrity requirements in a similar way. Alternatively, approaches derived from European standards which are divergent from explained methods are permitted.
However in this case, TR SIG ZA advises the use of the expected amount of data, needed
for calculations and the justification of the risk acceptance criteria to legal authorities.
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TR SIG ZA stipulates furthermore the following steps necessary for approval and acceptance
of a specific application for the live-cycle phases 5 to 9 (EN 50126) dealing with design and
implementation according to legal environment of Germany. It takes into account the necessary documentation and the responsibilities of operator, Safety Regulatory Authority as well
as Independent Safety Assessors for verification, validation and the overall approval process.
At last, TR SIG ZA stipulates the process and the responsibilities to maintain safety after acceptance of a specific application by Safety Regulatory Authority while the system is operated by transport company according to lifecycle phases 11 to 14 (EN 50126). Especially the
responsibilities and necessary procedures for correct maintenance and modifications of the
installed system are addressed. As required by EN 50126 TR SIG ZA appeals to continuous
communication and agreements between all involved parties and especially the Safety Regulatory Authority. However:
 the examination of planning documents prior start of construction works and the
agreement by Safety Regulatory Authority and
 the examination of the selected specific application prior to passenger service and
their approval by Safety Regulatory Authority
are mentioned as most important milestones.
On the other hand, TR SIG ZA stipulates also the process for so called “type approvals” or
“product approvals” for generic applications or generic products, in order to allow a multiple
use of such approvals in different specific applications as first step of cross acceptance.
Even this process follows the lifecycle of EN 50126 without regarding phases 11 to 14 and
with partly diverging responsibilities from the approval and acceptance process for specific
applications.

Figure 4: Lifecycle and responsibilities for a specific application
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4.

The Safety Lifecycle

The CENELEC Standards EN50126/8/9 [CENELEC] define the (safety) lifecycle of a railway
using the V model. See Figure 5 below for a representation of the V Model. These standards
were mainly developed to support the design, manufacture and commissioning of subsystems and components such as signalling and interlocking systems, axle counters, etc. In
most cases it is necessary to adapt the V Model to the particular needs of the scheme.
At each step of the system lifecycle, tasks inherent to safety are specified. The phases
shown in the figure below are broken down into detailed tasks for each phase. See
[CENELEC] for details.
Concept

1

System Definition &
Application Conditions
Risk Analysis

2

System Acceptance 10

Operation &
Maintenance

11

Decommissioning
and Disposal

3

System Requirements

4

Apportionment of
System Requirements

Design &
Implementation

System Validation
incl. Safety Acceptance

9

5

6

Manufacture

Installation

8

7

Figure 5: Steps of a system lifecycle integrating safety aspects
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14

5.

General Discussion

In this discussion we mainly refer to the lifecycle of a railway scheme that could include the
integration of various sub-systems such as rolling stock, permanent way, signalling control
and telecommunications, stations etc. as shown in the hierarchy diagram below.

Integrated System

Rolling Stock

Signalling

Sub
Systems

Components

Sub
Systems

Civil Works

Infrastructure

Structures

Telecomms

Operation

Electrification
and Plant

Buildings. Stations
& Depots

Track

Sub
Systems

Components

Figure 6: Hierarchy Diagram

Some of the equipment being used could be also developed as part of the project, but this
activity would also have its own V lifecycle that would integrate with the V lifecycle of the
overall project. This situation is illustrated in Figure 7 below.
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Overall System

(Comprehensive System)

Sub-system 1

(e.g. Signalling)

Sub-system 2

Figure 7: Application of the lifecycle for a system and its sub-systems

In any project of a reasonable size, there are various stakeholders. The relationship between
stakeholders and the Project Team, Validation, ISA or competent body, Safety Regulatory
Authority, Operator, Maintainer can differ from country to country.. Sometimes the Safety
Regulatory Authority devolves its responsibility to other bodies usually via legal mechanisms.
All projects naturally have a beginning, middle, and end. All these can be mapped onto the
CENELEC lifecycle phases. At the end of each phase, gateways with acceptance criteria are
usually employed. The system should comply with requirements and standards in order to be
able to proceed into the next phase.
The Safety Regulatory Authority (if it exists) might take a direct interest in these gateways or
devolve the checking to another body or may have no involvement. The level of intrusion
should be based upon risk, i.e. if it is complex and or costly.
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The involvement of authorities would normally be in the earlier phases of the project, for example 1 through 3, 4 or 5 and at the latter phases for example 9 onwards. Their involvement,
if any, in the phase from 5 to 9 would be minimal.
The EN50126/8/9 provide the required processes. It must be understood that the depth and
comprehensiveness of the approach has to be commensurate with the risks. This means that
not every item listed in EN50126 may be needed. The project would need to justify its particular approach in its safety plan which would generally need to be accepted by the Safety
Regulatory Authority before commencement of the project.
In order that projects successfully fulfil the requirements placed upon them, assurance including V&V should be implemented at the beginning of the project and not at the end as is
often the case. This approach has been termed “Progressive Assurance”.
A safety authority’s involvement if it occurs is mainly at the beginning and at the end of the
lifecycle.
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6.

Conclusion and Outlook

The report at hand shows that in Europe the systems of metros, light rail and trams are characterized by a diversified landscape of safety requirements, safety models, roles and responsibilities, safety approval, acceptance and certification schemes; however, there are
convergences between some architectures and systems.
The results of task 6.1 will be the base for task 6.2 (Identification of similarities within current
safety lifecycle approaches), which has just started in terms of specifying the general structure and principle content. The results of both tasks (deliverables D 6.1 and D6.2) will the
base for task 6.3 (Development of a common safety lifecycle) and lead to the “Proposal of a
Common Safety Lifecycle Approach” (deliverable D 6.3).
Comparison of European Countries
Attachment A below will be used to compare the information from the questionnaires recorded in the tables above. In the next stage of Work Package 6 we will populate it and analyse this data and attempt to establish patterns.
Application of V-Lifecycle
Attachment B below will be developed in the later deliverables of WP 6 to describe the involvement of the Safety Regulatory Authority in the lifecycle, country by country. The aim is
to show clearly the level of uptake of the lifecycle approach and also the amount of scrutiny
that takes place within a particular country. The matrix will also establish any patterns that
exist within the EU. Here in this delivery D6.1 the matrix intends to outline the aim of the later
deliverables.
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Attachment A: Comparison of European Countries
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Attachment B: Application of V-Lifecycle
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